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London has a shared vision for better health and care
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The health and care system has committed to this vision

SOURCE: Better Health for London, 2014; Better Health for London: Next Steps, 2015 
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Collaborative Prevention Board
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London has a significant amount of preventable illness. 

Unless we take prevention and public health seriously 

the future health and wellbeing of Londoners will suffer, 

particularly young Londoners.

 A London collaborative to deliver solutions to city-wide level 

health challenges 

 Increased engagement with Londoners on making healthier 

choices 

 Increased capacity and capability to commission for prevention 

 London employers better enabled to deliver workplace health

 Increased knowledge of how to embed approaches for prevention 

in health and care settings



Minding the Gap
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Priority area Cost savings if 10% of the 

eligible population were affected

Cost savings if 20% of the 

eligible population were affected

Alcohol
£18,230,390 £36,460,780

Atrial  Fibrillation
£392,599 £785,196

Diabetes

(primary) £41,990,395 £83,980,790

Diabetes

(secondary) £39,484,309 £78,968,615

Hypertension

(primary) £9,238,930 £19,703,715

Hypertension (secondary)

Model 1 £10,983,388 £21,966,776

Hypertension (secondary) 

Model 2 £41,943,074 £83,886,148

Mental Health

(Early intervention in psychosis) £1,478,280 £2,956,559

Mental Health

(Prevention of conduct disorder 

through social and emotional 

learning programmes)

£8,148,535 £16,297,069

MSK
£1,469,889 £2,939,777

Obesity
£1,570,139 £3,140,277

Physical activity
£571,819 £1,143,636

Smoking
£82,632,162 £165,264,325

Estimated costs of 

lifestyle factors to the 

NHS nationally each 

year:

 £5.2bn smoking

 £4.2bn obesity

 £3.5bn alcohol

 £1.1bn physical 

inactivity
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FanActiv

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=w7Hdo_mPgHA
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Great Weight Debate
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Great Weight Debate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNTYwqWj5CI


10Healthy communities

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/43793501/make-kit-healthy-food-for-healthy-communities?ref=checkout_rewards_pagehttp://
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London Health 

and Care 

Devolution

Accelerating health and care 

transformation through 

devolution

@LDNdevo



Devolution aims to unlock barriers and 

enable transformation plans 

to go further and faster

Transformation 
plans

What is devolution? 

Improving the 

health and 

wellbeing 

of Londoners

Devolution



Key: type of pilot

Local prevention – note that this borough is also part 

of the sub-regional estates pilot

Sub-regional care integration

Sub-regional estates

Local care integration

Integration in Lewisham

Integration across 

Barking & Dagenham, 

Havering and 

Redbridge
Prevention in Haringey

Integration in Hackney

Estates in Barnet, 

Camden, Enfield, 

Haringey and Islington 

(‘North Central London’)

The five pilots are exploring different elements of devolution at 

different spatial levels



The devolution journey

Test how 

devolution 

could work 

in five areas 

of London

Secure 

devolution 

based on 

robust 

business 

cases

Devolution 

available 

across 

London



Devolution pilots are a part of London’s transformation landscape

Devolution pilots

NHS Vanguard sites



Illustrative opportunities

Prevention 

• Planning and licensing 

to encourage healthier 

high streets

• A more tailored health 

and work offering, 

particularly for those 

who are at high-risk of 

long-term 

unemployment

Integration

• Commissioning closer 

to the population to 

enable more local 

decision-making

• A system-based 

approach to regulation

• Enabling joint working 

between local 

organisations 

• Enabling a more 

integrated health and 

care workforce

Estates

• Whole system 

planning 

• Maximising 

opportunities from One 

Public Estate

• Using partner 

expertise in planning, 

development and 

delivery



HCdevolution@london.gov.uk
www.london.gov.uk/hcdevolution

@LDNdevo

Healthy London Partnership
www.healthylondon.org
www.gethealthy.london

@HealthyLDN

http://www.healthylondon.org/
http://www.gethealthy.london/

